
Chernobly Disaster

By Nikita L. 



I came to a regular day at work and then when I was about to leave my boss called me along with two 
other guys whose names were Boris Schebina , and Leonid Toptunor. We were told that we had to run 
some safety inspections on reactor N°4 with the automatic safety features off.When we were told that 
we were in a shock because that is not safe so when we began, we were incredibly afraid but after ten 
minutes we shook it off. 



We continued testing but first we had to see if the power production was stable which it 
was constantly producing 1 gigawatt of power continuously. We did a test on the temperature of the 
reactor and it was ok and then when we began the emergency coil testing it looked fine and then I saw 
that the temperature was way higher than average so we had to use the emergency coil and there was 
a design flaw and it made things bad but we didn’t know that so we everything was ok so were happy 
that nothing blew up. 



Suddenly when we thought we could do a safe emergency exit we all felt massive explosion wave fly 
into us but that wasn’t the worst part we survived the explosion because we were a few airlocks away 
so the explosion wasn't that strong for us but outside it was bad but so we kept on running trying to 
escape but I knew we all knew that even if we make it out and the chances for that are slim but 
then the chances to survive the radiation makes our chances of survival almost impossible but neither 
the less, we kept running. 



Once we get out, we get quickly sent to a hospital and when we are put down in the hospital beds, we 
were all unconscious. Un-expectedly I wake up and at first, I hear the TV saying that there was a 
massive nuclear explosion that spread large clouds of radiation that are spreading over all of 
Europe and the furthest cloud is in Canada and just in case I try to find out where am I and if it is a 
different year but then when I try to get up, I realize that I have no legs or arms because they had to be 
cut off because of the amount of radiation they were exposed to and so all I could do is wait and so I 
look around me and I see that they are the beds of my co-workers but then ones' the nurse comes she 
said that they didn’t make it.



Then a year later I died from cancer and radiation is still spreading further and further as I am writing 
this. Then again if you think about it, I had a quite the un-killable life and if I will be somewhere in the 
world like in some news as like the person who survived Chernobyl disaster and I hope this design 
flaw as it appeared to be it taught the future about what can be a critical flaw in nuclear power 
design to prevent all of this from happening all over again. 


